THE ESSENTIALS COLLECTION
kitchens that complete your home

ESSENTIALS

In life, some things
are just essential...
Things like the water we drink, the air we breathe, the food we eat and, of
course, the kitchen we live and work in. Our designers know the vital role our
kitchen plays in our daily lives, which is why they have devised a collection
that can be combined to create a kitchen that’s different. A kitchen that’s
uniquely yours.
Designed to appeal to every taste, budget and desire,
the Essentials collection features three different door
designs (Jefferson, Madison & Wakefield) that share
an extensive range of accessories and finishes.
Available in Ivory, Oak and a selection of 16 standard
paint colours*, these ranges offer incredible versatility
and choice. Try mixing and matching finishes to give
your kitchen that true designer look.
The process of ordering your kitchen is simple. You
just choose your preferred door style in the finish(es)
you desire and then select the accessories that will
make your kitchen totally exclusive to you. Before you
know it, your Essentials kitchen will be installed!

Created using premium quality materials and the most
technologically advanced manufacturing techniques,
Essentials kitchens are both reliable and visually
stunning. Whether you favour the traditional look of
Jefferson with its ornate, raised centre panel, the
modern, shaker style Madison, or the compromise
offered by Wakefield’s flat centre panel with internal
moulding, an Essentials kitchen will fulfill even your
most demanding specifications.
So, when choosing something as essential as your
dream kitchen, be sure you make the right choice.
Choose quality above inferiority, simplicity above
complexity and value for money above all else.

like an Essentials
kitchen.

* Please note that only Madison and Jefferson are available in all three finishes,
Wakefield is available in Ivory or a Painted finish only.
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THE
JEFFERSON
ran g e
Pour the wine, set out the appetizers, then sit back and enjoy
watching your guests as they revel in the beauty of your new
Jefferson kitchen. With its clever design, ornate detailing and
sublime finish, even your most scrutinizing friends will be
impressed, something you can savour on any occasion.
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ESSENTIALS

standard paint selection

JEFFERSON
DOOR FINDER

Our carefully selected palette of paint colours can be used in any combination to achieve just the right look
for your dream kitchen. Used distinctly as a single colour throughout, or combined on different pieces of
freestanding or fitted furniture, you can be sure that your kitchen will be a testament to your true individuality.
Created with sheer versatility in mind, these premium finishes can be mixed and matched with complete
freedom, resulting in a kitchen that is beyond your wildest imagination, yet remaining within your budget.

Ivory

IVORY GEORGIAN FRAME

OAK

OAK GEORGIAN FRAME

Brilliant White

Porcelain

Ivory

White Cotton

Cream

Light Grey

Soft Mint

Powder Blue

Mussel

Cashmere

Biscuit

Dakar

Stone

Light Blue

Sage Green

Stone Grey

Olive

Ballroom Blue

Dust Grey

Lava

Graphite

PAINTED STONE

PAINTED CREAM GEORGIAN FRAME

C O L O U R M AT C H I N G S E R V I C E
Have you seen ‘just that right’ paint colour for your kitchen
that you simply must have? If so, our new Colour Matching
Service will match it for you.

CHOOSE
A COLOUR,
ANY
COLOUR!

Simply provide a RAL (European Standard) or BS (British
Standard) paint colour and we will match it, true to your
specifications.

Ivory QUADRANT DOOR
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OAK QUADRANT DOOR

PAINTED CREAM QUADRANT DOOR
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ESSENTIALS

JEFFERSON
IVORY
A range exuding charm and sophistication, Jefferson Ivory
fuses both classic and modern features here. The inclusion
of castellated rail, combined with curved doors and georgian
frames creates a glorious mixture of old and new that results
in a timeless classic.

Shown here: Jefferson Ivory
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ESSENTIALS

JEFFERSON
IVORY & OAK
Impress with the rich texture offered by Jefferson’s
sumptuous oak finish. The painted island, shown here
against a backdrop of oak units creates a scene of luxury
that belies the range’s modest price tag.
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Shown here: Jefferson Oak with island in Jefferson Ivory
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ESSENTIALS

JEFFERSON
I V O R Y & PA I N T E D
Let your imagination run wild with the design possibilities
offered by Jefferson Painted. The large number of
accessories applicable to the range, including a plant on
and a working overmantle (both shown here), combined with
the number of painted finishes gives you unlimited choice
when it comes to creating a style all of your own.

Above: Jefferson Ivory plant on overmantle.
Right: Jefferson Ivory, featuring working overmantle,
Jefferson Painted Powder Blue & Dust Grey
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THE
MADISON
ran g e
As the smell of roast lamb accompanied by crunchy roast
potatoes and freshly steamed vegetables wafts through the
room, you are clearly reminded of why you purchased your
Madison kitchen. Family and friends are all drawn to this inviting
space where good food & great conversation naturally flow.
The best investment you ever made.
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ESSENTIALS

standard paint selection

MADISON
DOOR FINDER

Our carefully selected palette of paint colours can be used in any combination to achieve just the right look
for your dream kitchen. Used distinctly as a single colour throughout, or combined on different pieces of
freestanding or fitted furniture, you can be sure that your kitchen will be a testament to your true individuality.
Created with sheer versatility in mind, these premium finishes can be mixed and matched with complete
freedom, resulting in a kitchen that is beyond your wildest imagination, yet remaining within your budget.

Ivory

IVORY GEORGIAN FRAME

OAK

OAK GEORGIAN FRAME

Brilliant White

Porcelain

Ivory

White Cotton

Cream

Light Grey

Soft Mint

Powder Blue

Mussel

Cashmere

Biscuit

Dakar

Stone

Light Blue

Sage Green

Stone Grey

Olive

Ballroom Blue

Dust Grey

Lava

Graphite

PAINTED SAGE GREEN

PAINTED CREAM GEORGIAN FRAME

C O L O U R M AT C H I N G S E R V I C E
Have you seen ‘just that right’ paint colour for your kitchen
that you simply must have? If so, our new Colour Matching
Service will match it for you.

CHOOSE
A COLOUR,
ANY
COLOUR!

Simply provide a RAL (European Standard) or BS (British
Standard) paint colour and we will match it, true to your
specifications.

Ivory QUADRANT DOOR
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OAK QUADRANT DOOR

PAINTED CREAM QUADRANT DOOR
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ESSENTIALS

MADISON
IVORY
The simple detailing of the Madison door makes it the ideal
solution for customers who seek a modern, shaker style
kitchen. Given a light and airy feel with an Ivory finish, this
kitchen can include any number of accessories to create a
tailored design, unique to your tastes.

Shown here: Madison Ivory
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ESSENTIALS

MADISON
O A K & PA I N T E D
The luxurious finish of Madison Oak adds a sophisticated
edge for those who want their kitchen to exude true
excellence. Open shelves lend a spacious feel and curved
doors draw attention to the central island, which is both
attractive and highly practical.

Shown here: Madison Oak with island painted Light Grey
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ESSENTIALS

MADISON
PA I N T E D
The versatile nature of the Madison kitchen really comes to
the fore with the addition of a painted finish. Choose soft
pastels for an all over luminous feel or include darker shades
to accent certain design features. Whatever you choose, your
Madison Painted kitchen will always be original.

Shown here: Madison Painted Stone & Brilliant White
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ESSENTIALS

MADISON
IVORY & OAK
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THE
WAKEFIELD
ran g e
After finishing off a beautiful meal, you set down a lovingly
prepared dessert in front of your guests, and you say to
yourself “how did I ever manage before I got my Wakefield
kitchen?” The luxury, quality and versatility offered by this
incredible range seem too good to be true when you think of
the price you paid! Just don’t tell anyone else, because they
would never guess...
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ESSENTIALS

standard paint selection

WAKEFIELD
DOOR FINDER

Our carefully selected palette of paint colours can be used in any combination to achieve just the right look
for your dream kitchen. Used distinctly as a single colour throughout, or combined on different pieces of
freestanding or fitted furniture, you can be sure that your kitchen will be a testament to your true individuality.
Created with sheer versatility in mind, these premium finishes can be mixed and matched with complete
freedom, resulting in a kitchen that is beyond your wildest imagination, yet remaining within your budget.

Ivory

IVORY GEORGIAN FRAME

Brilliant White

Porcelain

Ivory

White Cotton

Cream

Light Grey

Soft Mint

Powder Blue

Mussel

Cashmere

Biscuit

Dakar

Stone

Light Blue

Sage Green

Stone Grey

Olive

Ballroom Blue

Dust Grey

Lava

Graphite

PAINTED LIGHT BLUE

PAINTED CREAM GEORGIAN FRAME

C O L O U R M AT C H I N G S E R V I C E
Have you seen ‘just that right’ paint colour for your kitchen
that you simply must have? If so, our new Colour Matching
Service will match it for you.

CHOOSE
A COLOUR,
ANY
COLOUR!

Simply provide a RAL (European Standard) or BS (British
Standard) paint colour and we will match it, true to your
specifications.

Ivory QUADRANT DOOR
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PAINTED CREAM QUADRANT DOOR
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ESSENTIALS

WAKEFIELD
I V O R Y & PA I N T E D
Characterised by the internal moulding surrounding its centre
panel, the Wakefield door provides a pleasing compromise
for anyone seeking something in between a traditional and a
contemporary door style. Available in an Ivory finish, one of
our 16 standard paint colours or a specific paint colour using
our Colour Matching Service, its finish features a visible grain.

Shown here: Wakefield Ivory and Wakefield Painted Lava & Stone
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ESSENTIALS

WAKEFIELD
I V O R Y & PA I N T E D
Full of exhilarating design possibilities, the Wakefield range
can incorporate any number of Essentials accessories to
provide almost limitless choice when it comes to creating a
space that’s just right for your home. Shown here featuring
a stunning working overmantle, wine rack, box pilasters and
quadrant doors.

Shown here: Wakefield Ivory and Wakefield Painted Sage Green
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ESSENTIALS

HANDLES

PULL HANDLE / american copper
code: K1-152

PULL HANDLE / polished nickel
code: K1-153

PULL HANDLE / pewter
code: K1-154

ROUND CUP / polished nickel
code: K1-156

ROUND CUP / pewter
code: K1-157

ROUND CUP / american copper
code: K1-155

KNOB / pewter
code: K1-160

KNOB / american copper
code: K1-158

KNOB / polished nickel
code: K1-159

D-HANDLE / pewter
code: K1-149

D-HANDLE / pewter (polished)
code: K1-150

D-HANDLE / pewter
code: K1-151

NEW
BOW HANDLE / brushed chrome
code: K1-86
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D-HANDLE / pewter
code: K1-161

NEW
D-HANDLE / pewter
code: K1-162

Re-print February 2015

Please note: whilst all our photography endeavours to replicate our products accurately, it is recommended
that you refer to your supplier for full technical specification on all product sizes and dimensions.

KITCHENSTORI.COM

